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Developing methods that allow for a quick and reliable classification of cells in suspension or from a blood sample is an important issue for diagnostics and medical care.[1](#advs220-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#advs220-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Strategies to distinguish healthy from malicious cells, for example, range from biochemical fluorescent labelling,[3](#advs220-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Raman spectroscopy,[4](#advs220-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} coherent diffraction imaging,[5](#advs220-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} optical tweezer techniques,[6](#advs220-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} photoacoustic flow cytometry,[7](#advs220-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} to microfluidics approaches.[8](#advs220-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Optical techniques mostly provide information about biochemical differences between cells, such as the molecular composition of the cell membrane[9](#advs220-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} or protein expression levels.[10](#advs220-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} In recent years, however, many examples in literature have shown cells can also be reliably distinguished based on their physical parameters such as stiffness and shape.[11](#advs220-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#advs220-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs220-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs220-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} The physical properties of cells are often closely linked to the pathophysiology of human diseases such as malaria,[15](#advs220-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} sickle cell anemia,[16](#advs220-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} asthma,[17](#advs220-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and cancer.[18](#advs220-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#advs220-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} In cancer research, studies have shown that malignant cells are softer compared to healthy ones, which is assumed to facilitate leaving of a tumor site and shedding into the bloodstream.[20](#advs220-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs220-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} In addition, many cells are in vivo constantly exposed to a periodic stimulation such as breathing or heart beat which are only two examples of periodic forcing in the low Hz to mHz regime occurring in the body.[22](#advs220-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#advs220-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#advs220-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} By means of different biophysical assays it has been shown that cells behave differently under flow depending on their mechanical properties.[19](#advs220-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#advs220-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Existing methods for mechanostimulation divide into "local" approaches that employ, for example, microrheology or atomic force microscopy to probe the mechanical properties of a certain part of the cell and "global" techniques that are used to measure the properties of a whole cell at once.[14](#advs220-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

It stands to reason, that differences in cell shape, stiffness, or deformability might also have an effect on the hydrodynamic coupling between cells and their surroundings. Fluid‐mediated coupling has been shown to be an important factor for guiding swarm behavior and biofilm formation for bacteria.[26](#advs220-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#advs220-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#advs220-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The question if fluidic interactions between eukaryotic cells potentially play a similar role in mediating cell--cell or cell--substrate interactions through the fluid is still barely explored.

Here, we report on a new method to measure the flow‐field around individual cells in solution. Human red blood cells (RBCs) that are "shaken" with a holographic optical tweezer array are used as a simple model system. The fluctuations around the cells upon periodic optical forcing are measured with a "detector" particle that is optically trapped by an independent laser beam in the cell vicinity. Measurements of RBCs exposed to different hypotonic media show that differences in cell swelling result in a distinct fluidic pattern.

A schematic of the experiment is shown in **Figure** [**1**](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. Three laser beams are used to optically manipulate---or "shake"---individual cells from a blood sample with high accuracy (Figure [1](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Cells were trapped one‐by‐one by a line of three identical near infrared (NIR) laser beams with a separation distance of 3 μm that were created using a spatial light modulator. To minimize the risk of photodamage, the power of the trapping laser was set to max. 20 mW per beam and kept constant for all measurements.[29](#advs220-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Using the adjustable picture rate of the spatial light modulator, the laser traps were periodically rotated around the axis of the first beam with a maximal angular displacement of 50° and a repetition frequency of 2.14 Hz (Figure [1](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). Both, the displacement angle and repetition rate, were optimized to observe a strong signal. The resulting movement is described as "input signal" in the following. Due to optical gradient forces,[30](#advs220-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} the cell follows the periodic NIR laser displacement thus resulting in "cell shaking." Compared to the input signal sequence, the center of mass track of the cell movement appears rounder and slightly asymmetric or "delayed" (Figure [1](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). From a signal processing point of view, the dynamics of the input signal is therefore not only transduced but also "filtered" by the cell.

![Cell--fluid coupling spectroscopy (CFCS) measurements by "shaking" of red blood cells by a signal processing approach. A) Input function. Overlay of microscope image sequences displaying the experimental procedure (scale bar: 5 μm). A line of three individual near infrared (1064 nm) laser beams is used to trap a single RBC and to shake the cell in three discrete steps. The beam movement thereby defines the input signal and guides the cell movement. B) Analog filtering. A RBC is trapped with the NIR array and follows the optical field gradient. Any displacement of the trapping laser array, see (A), will thus also lead to a subsequent displacement of the cell position. This leads to smoothing and a delay of the center‐of‐mass track compared to the input (lower panel). C) Outread. The flow field generated by the cell movement is picked up by a "detector" particle that is trapped by a green laser beam about 2.5 μm away from the cell. The green arrows in (A) and (B) indicate the detector location, respectively. A typical time series of the detector bead movement and the corresponding absolute value of the single‐sided Fourier transformed time series *I*(*v*) in frequency space for the digital input signal and the corresponding overtones are shown below the schematic.](ADVS-4-na-g001){#advs220-fig-0001}

The flow field created by this optical forcing was measured by tracking the movement of a "detector" particle that was optically trapped with an independent laser beam (λ = 532 nm) and located a few micrometers away from the cell (Figure [1](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C, green arrows in Figure [1](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A,B indicate the detector location). Brownian motion governs microparticle movement in an optical trap without external disturbance. Fluidic waves that travel through the medium act like an additional external driving force and cause a small deviation of a few tens of nanometers from the equilibrium position. Typically, this shift is smaller than the amplitude caused by the Brownian dynamics. Thus, it cannot be recognized by looking at the raw time trace alone (Figure [1](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). Due to the repetitive character of the input signal, however, the magnitude of the fast Fourier transformed (FFT) detector time series reveals several characteristic sharp peaks that can be assigned to the external driving and allows for a very sensitive detection of the periodic fluidic forcing due to inherent noise elimination. The basic detection principle has been reported before by our group[31](#advs220-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} and was applied to measure the flow generated from oscillating microbeads,[32](#advs220-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} aquatic organisms,[33](#advs220-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} and the flagellar rotation of bacteria.[34](#advs220-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Here, however, we take a significant step further as we seek to investigate how measuring the fluidic pattern around cells with different physical properties results in a distinct difference in the detector signal.

An example for a FFT detector signal is shown in Figure [1](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C: The first peak in both frequency plots (denoted by *S* ~1~ in the "detector spectrum") is associated with the shaking frequency. All further peaks are "overtones" that appear at integer multiples of the base frequency and characterize the shape of the local fluidic field during cell shaking in the frequency domain. The information contained in the "overtone spectrum" is summarized in a vector of the discrete absolute values *S~n~* of the Fourier peaks of the order *n* = 1, 2, 3, ... according to$$S_{\det} = \left( {S_{1},S_{2},S_{3},\,\ldots} \right)$$

The input signal possesses peaks at the same frequencies. Thus, *S* ~det~ stands for the filter properties of each cell that is shaken with a known input signal or, in simple words, the peaks represent a "fingerprint" for each investigated cell. This way, the Fourier spectra, or *S* ~det~ equivalently, are a direct measure for the cell--fluid coupling at the position of the detector bead.

RBCs were exposed to solutions of different tonicity to induce cell swelling and therefore a controllable and reproducible difference between the cells in each blood sample.[35](#advs220-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#advs220-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Changing the tonicity also induces a change in cell stiffness and shape depending on the swelling state without the need of drug treatment or biochemical modification.[35](#advs220-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#advs220-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Throughout this work, hypotonic media are compared by a hypotonic dilution parameter η, which stands for the relative ratio of water with respect to phosphate buffer saline (PBS). The left panel of **Figure** [**2**](#advs220-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A shows the dark field pictures of five representative cells in media with increasing η. The right image panel shows the corresponding bright field images. Due to the optical forces, the cell is slightly stretched and aligned with to the laser array so that a reproducible configuration for all measured cells is achieved.

![Distinction of erythrocytes of different hypotonic states. A) Dark field and corresponding bright field microscopy images of red blood cells in media of hypotonic dilution η (scale bar: 5 μm). B) Examples of center‐of‐mass tracks and corresponding Fourier spectra for optically shaken cells in different hypotonic media. C) Average Fourier peak values for different η. The average values were normalized to the first order peak of the isotonic medium (η = 0). 15--17 cells were measured for each medium, resulting in significant average spectra that can be used to distinguish between cells that have been treated differently. A clear difference between swelling states reveals in the third (\*) and the sixth (+) Fourier peak. (Movies of cell shaking experiments for isotonic and hypotonic cells and examples of Fourier transformed detector time series are shown in the Supporting Information.)](ADVS-4-na-g002){#advs220-fig-0002}

Video‐tracking[38](#advs220-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#advs220-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} of the center of mass displacement reveals that the signal shape of each individual blood cell looks different for each measurement, as shown in Figure [2](#advs220-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B, "cell movement." A quantification of this trend is provided by the corresponding Fourier spectra measured at the detector. Optical shaking experiments were performed for each medium (example videos for two different media and single spectra are available in the Supporting Information). Figure [2](#advs220-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C shows the average Fourier peak values $\overline{S_{\eta}}(n)$ versus the corresponding Fourier peak order *n* derived from single detector spectra from cells exposed to an increasing dilution parameter $$\overline{S_{\eta}}\left( n \right) = \left( {S_{\eta = 0}\left( 1 \right) \cdot N} \right)^{- 1} \cdot {\sum_{N}{S_{n}\left( \eta \right)}}$$

We found that for all measurements, the results were highly reproducible and the data were distributed in only a narrow range. The characteristics of the average peaks are similar for all media considered. By comparing the detector bead data for each Fourier peak order separately, we found that in general, the amplitude trends *S~n~*(η) decrease for higher values of η. The significance of these trends already allows distinguishing different hypotonic states of erythrocytes by fluidic readout. This observation demonstrates that variances in cell shape or deformability as induced by cell swelling here lead to a measurable change of the hydrodynamic environment.

We now consider the ratio of specific Fourier peaks for a signal strength‐independent evaluation. **Figure** [**3**](#advs220-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows two examples of Fourier peak ratio dependencies $\overline{S_{n}/S_{1}}(\eta)$ on the hypotonic dilution η for the third (*n* = 3) and the sixth (*n* = 6) order, respectively. The third and sixth orders were deliberately chosen due to the specific shape of the shaking sequence. Since there are three similar "steps" within one oscillation period, the superharmonic modes divisible by 3 are affected in a similar way. The ratio of both peaks to the ground mode thus reflects how pronounced a single step is relative to the overall oscillation (examples of different peak ratio are shown in the Supporting Information). As shown in Figure [3](#advs220-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, both peaks show a similar trend and are decaying for larger η, with the exception of the sixth order peak that shows a maximum for $\overline{S_{6}/S_{1}}(15)$.

![Relative Fourier peak heights in dependence on the hypotonic dilution for the Fourier peak orders A) *m* = 3 and B) *m* = 6. The trends of the peak ratios are significant and describe distinct properties of the shape of the cell response signal.](ADVS-4-na-g003){#advs220-fig-0003}

The evaluation of the data using FFT peak ratios is equivalent to an investigation of the signal shape after a removal of Brownian noise. The transfer of cell properties to a fluidic pattern in the cell\'s vicinity can thus be modeled by a signal processing approach. Within this model, any cell property can be seen as an analog filter *f* ^(*i*)^ ~cell~. All properties sum up to a collective filter by applying successive convolutions $$\, f_{cell} = f_{cell}^{(1)}\, \ast \,f_{cell}^{(2)}\, \ast \,f_{cell}^{(3)}\, \ast \ldots$$

This collective filter acts on the laser input signal *I*(*t*,*x* ~0~) given by the spatiotemporal variation of the optical field. The resulting signal is transmitted through the fluid that can be described by a spatial, and thus time‐independent, filter *f* ~trans~(*x*). If the position of the detector bead is not varied, in consistence for the experiments shown in this work, the spatial dependency can be dropped (*x* =*x* ~0~). In mathematical terms, the entire process then reads $$f_{trans}\left( x_{0} \right)\, \ast \,f_{cell}\left( t \right)\, \ast \,I\,\left( {t,x_{0}} \right)\,\, = \,\, S\left( {t,x_{0}} \right)$$

Since the input signal is known, the filter properties *f* ~cell~ can be derived by measuring the local, time, and space‐dependent response *S*(*t*,*x* ~0~). The oscillatory nature of signal and response offers the possibility to rewrite Equation [(4)](#advs220-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the Fourier domain $$f_{trans}\left( x_{0} \right)\,\, \cdot \,\,{\hat{f}}_{cell}\left( \nu \right)\,\, \cdot ~\hat{I}\,\left( \nu \right)\, = \,{\hat{S}}_{\det}\,\left( \nu \right)$$where $\hat{S}$ denotes the Fast Fourier transform of *S* and correspondingly. This relation is essentially a mathematical formulation of Figure [1](#advs220-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. From a signal processing point of view, the evaluation of Equation [(5)](#advs220-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the shaking frequency and its overtones *v~i~* represents an analog‐digital conversion that provides the vector *S* ~det~(*n*) (see Equation [(1)](#advs220-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to the input signal by the multiplication of several filter expressions.

An example how the shape of the processed signal, and thus the relative Fourier peak height, is influenced by the application of different filters is shown in **Figure** [**4**](#advs220-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. The three‐step input signal used to optically force the cell in one spatial direction is shown in Figure [4](#advs220-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A. For simplicity, we consider only two subsequent filter steps that are a Gaussian filter and a sawtooth‐shaped filter. Both are defined by their lengths σ and ρ at full width half maximum, respectively.

![Modeling approach of the cell as an analog filter. A) Shape of a three‐step input signal representing the motion of the laser beam array. The small gap between the steps is assumed to be 10% of the step duration to account for the time it takes the SLM to switch between beam positions. B) The first filter applied on *S*(*t*) is a Gaussian mollifier characterized by its width σ. C) The second filter is a sawtooth of length ρ and leads to a delayed temporal shift of the peak maximum in time. The time series in (A)--(C) have been shifted to the same phase in *x*‐direction and normalized to similar heights (corresponding Fourier peak heights for the time series shown in (A)--(C) for the oscillation frequency (*n* = 1) and multiples up to the eighth order (*n* \> 2) can be found in Figure S2, Supporting Information). D) Relative Fourier peak ratios for the Fourier peak orders 3 and 6 in dependence on the filter length are decreasing for an increasing ρ.](ADVS-4-na-g004){#advs220-fig-0004}

Applying the Gaussian convolution kernel with widths *σ~i~* on the input signal leads to a different degree of smoothing (Figure [4](#advs220-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B). Three examples of asymmetric sawtooth filters applied on the signal smoothed with a Gaussian filter width of σ = 0.014 are plotted in Figure [4](#advs220-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C. Both filter steps have a direct, different effect on the ratio of the Fourier peaks (corresponding Fourier peak vectors are shown in Figure S3, Supporting Information). Each filter shows a characteristic response that is revealed via parameter studies of the processed signal. An example for such a study with respect to the parameter ρ accounting both for smoothing and delaying the signal is given in Figure [4](#advs220-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}D. In analogy with Figure [3](#advs220-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, the trends of the third and the sixth Fourier peak show a similar, decreasing behavior. Both peaks, however, also follow different trends that stand for different aspects of the signal shape. The two filters presented in Figure [4](#advs220-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} that account for "smoothing" and "delaying" in the time domain demonstrate that such trends can be mapped on the dependency of different Fourier peaks. In future research, a closer investigation of parameter trends with appropriate filters could account for a detailed model linking viscoelastic properties of a cell to the fluidic response at the location of a detector bead. In this regard, it should be noted that the location of the detector has to be controlled when comparing subsequent measurements of different cells. The overall flow field around the cell is not homogeneous and absolute and relative peak heights of the Fourier spectrum can vary for different detector bead positions with respect to the cell alignment. Equation [(4)](#advs220-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"} described how spatial variations can be considered in the chosen signal processing approach. This is particularly true for anisotropically shaped RBCs (see Figure S4, Supporting Information, for an example of detector bead position variation).[32](#advs220-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Our results illustrate, however, that a spectrum obtained from a single point detector is already sufficient to discriminate between individual cells from suspension.

In summary, we have introduced a cell--fluid coupling spectroscopy approach that is capable of distinguishing cells in suspension based on their distinct fluidic spectrum. The notion that cells sense, interact with, and respond to the stiffness of substrates has been reported by several groups.[40](#advs220-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#advs220-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#advs220-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} A similar role of cell--fluid interaction is less investigated, but cannot be neglected. The contact‐less and label‐free readout technique shown here provides the means to analyze the impact on the fluidic coupling caused by cellular movement. Our results illustrate that variation of cell shape or swelling measured on the model system of red blood cells results in a characteristic difference in the fluidic flow around these cells upon periodic forcing.

Experimental Section {#advs220-sec-0020}
====================

*Red Blood Cell and Sample Preparation*: The blood sample was taken from a healthy adult and diluted 20‐fold in an isotonic medium based on PBS buffer with 2 × 10^−3^ [m]{.smallcaps} ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). Just before every experiment, the cell suspension was diluted and mixed with a suspension of 1.76 μm silica beads. Hypotonic media were prepared by replacing a known volume of PBS by deionized water (18.2 MΩcm) while keeping the concentrations of EDTA and FCS constant. To compare the hypotonic media, a hypotonic dilution parameter η, which stands for the relative ratio of water with respect to PBS, is defined. All measurements were performed after the red blood cells had reached osmotic equilibrium. Control measurements before and after each experiment were performed to ensure that no further cell swelling or re‐shaping had occurred during the measurement. The number of cells and the total measurement time were kept constant for each medium.

*Holographic Optical Tweezer Setup*: The measurement was performed using an upright ZEISS Axiovert Microscope with a 63× water objective (ZEISS). Cells were trapped one‐by‐one by a line of three identical NIR laser beams with a separation distance of 3 μm. The line was created by sending an NIR beam from a 1064 nm Cobolt Rumba laser via a LCos spatial light modulator (Hamamatsu) and coupling it through the objective. To avoid photodamage, the power of the NIR laser was set to max. 20 mW per beam and kept constant for all measurements.[29](#advs220-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} The experimental configuration was tested by increasing the laser powers of both lasers by a factor of 3--5 over several minutes. No signs of visible photodamage that would result in a change of shape or rupture of the red blood cells were observed in these control measurements. Using the adjustable picture rate of the spatial light modulator, the laser traps were periodically rotated around the axis of the first beam with a maximal angular displacement of 50° and a repetition frequency of 2.14 Hz.

*Data Acquisition and Processing*: Cells and the detector bead were imaged with a Canon 6D camera for a duration of ≈2 min and at a frame rate of 50 Hz of the oscillating cell. The position of the detector particle was tracked in 2D by using an analyzing software for video microscopy ("video spot tracker" (CISMM at UNC‐CH)). All further data analysis was done using custom Matlab and Mathematica routines.
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